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Area Agencies on Aging: {Select type}
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Child Welfare
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Rule:

Division 015 Introduction to CPS, Screening and CPS Assessment Rules

Procedure and Forms:

•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 screening procedure
Chapter 3 CPS assessment
procedure
Protective Custody Report
Declaration (previously affidavit) in
support of request for protective
custody order

Effective date:

January 1, 2020

References:

N/A

Web address:

N/A

Release number: N/A

Expiration date: N/A

Who: These changes primarily impact Oregon Child Abuse Hotline staff, CPS workers and CPS
supervisors.
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When: All the rule changes outlined in in this transmittal are effective January 1, 2020.
Why: The CPS rules, screening and CPS assessment procedures and two related forms have been
revised to implement the changes resulting from the 2019 legislative session and to implement other
miscellaneous changes that ensure best practice when engaging families and ensure consistency
and clarity in rules across Child Welfare and with Office of Training Investigation and Safety (OTIS).
What: After receiving feedback to the proposed changes, below are the changes to rule, procedure
and forms that are being implemented. CPS workers and supervisors closely review changes to
taking protective custody rules, procedures and forms.
Specifically, the following is changed:
Rules
OAR 413-015-0115 “Definitions”
• The definition of “child-caring agency” was revised to be consistent with statute and OTIS rules.
• The definition of “child safety meeting” was removed as this meeting type is being replaced by the
FEM.
• The definition of “education provider” was added to implement revised statute.
• The definition of “family engagement meeting” (FEM) was added to replace the child safety
meeting and the Oregon Family Decision Meeting while adding an engagement focus to improve
outcomes for children and families.
• The definition of “reasonable cause” was added to be consistent with statute.
• The definition of “severe harm” was changed to be consistent with statute.
• The definition of “sibling” was added to the 015 Division to be consistent with the definition in
other OARs.
• The definition of “third party abuse” was modified to remove the examples as they are procedural.
OAR 413-015-0215 “Information the OTIS is Responsible for”
• A county operated agency was removed as a separate type of setting for OTIS to respond to as it
is now included in the definition of child caring agency.
• Host home programs and settings for children with intellectual or developmental disabilities was
added to the list as it will fall under the responsibility of OTIS.
• Direction was added to ensure information involving an education provider was forwarded to OTIS
for screening.
OAR 413-015-0415 “CPS Assessment Activities”.
• The circumstances for taking protective custody of a child without a court order for the purpose of
complying with Karly’s Law were updated to be consistent with statute.
• While a CPS worker could always request school records, this rule was updated to reflect
statutory changes that require education providers to provide requested documents or materials
to the CPS worker during the CPS assessment.

OAR 413-015-0450 “Develop an Ongoing Safety Plan”
This section was changed to replace child safety meeting with family engagement meeting and to
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reflect that ongoing safety plans are developed in collaboration with the permanency worker.
OAR 413-015-0455 “Protective Custody and Juvenile Court Action”.
The circumstances by which a CPS worker can take protective custody with or without a warrant
were updated in this rule to be consistent with statute.
Procedure
Chapter 2, Screening procedure and Chapter 3, CPS assessment procedure were both modified to
reflect the changes in the rules and expanded to provide additional guidance to support practice
around each change.
Specifically, the following Chapter 3 sections of the procedure manual were modified:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Section 3, Assessment Activities
o Addresses the ability for the CPS worker to obtain school records (schools now required to
provide)
Section 7, Safety Planning
o Changes made to replace child safety meeting with family engagement meeting and to
reflect that ongoing safety plans are developed in collaboration with permanency workers
Section 13, Child Safety Meeting
o This section will be deleted as child safety meetings are being replaced with family
engagement meetings
Section 14, Protective Custody
o Changes to this section are significant and give detailed guidance on when and how to
facilitate protective custody
Section 21, Special Considerations and Requirements for CPS Assessment
o Addresses the ability to take protective custody to ensure compliance with Karly’s Law
Section 26, Abbreviated CPS Assessment
o The chapter 3 appendix 3.9 exception to completing CPS assessment requirements and
appendix 3.9.1 Abbreviated CPS Assessments, Information and FAQ are being replaced
with this section.
o This section will detail when and how to complete an abbreviated CPS assessment

Forms
Due to House Bill 2849 (2019) changing the statutory requirements for taking Protective Custody two
forms were changed. Specifically, the “protective custody report” and the “declaration in support of
request for protective custody order”. The following explains the changes to each form:
•

Form Title: Declaration in support of request for protective custody order
Form Number: CE0465
This form, currently referred to as an Affidavit for Protective Custody, is completed by the CPS
worker when asking the court to order a child into protective custody.
o
o
o

The title of the form has been changed to “Declaration in support of request for protective
custody order” to reflect the change in the name in statute.
The new circumstances by which protective custody is authorized have been added.
The language in the document has been updated to be consistent with the changes in and
requirements of statute.
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o
o
•

Additional changes were made to ensure clarity and that comprehensive information is
provided to the Court to support required findings.
The section regarding placement was removed because this document is completed before
a child is placed.

Form Title: Protective Custody Report
Form Number: CE0464
The protective custody report is completed after the CPS worker has taken a child into protective
custody and documents for the court the justification for doing so.
o The document has been reformatted for clarity.
o Unnecessary information boxes have been removed.
o The language in the document has been updated to be consistent with the changes in and
requirements of statute.
o A section for Hearing Notifications has been added to ensure necessary information is
provided to the Court to support required findings.
o The new circumstances by which protective custody is authorized have been added.
o The Placement section was modified to include sibling placement and school of origin
information to ensure necessary information is provided to the Court to support required
findings.
o A Plan for Initial Visitation section has been added to ensure this information is conveyed
to the Court.
o Section 13 has been added to improve communication between the Department and the
Court and to ensure required findings are requested and ordered. This section also allows
space for case-specific orders to be clearly requested by the Department.

Starting January 1, 2020, the form will only be available through DHS forms until the OR-Kids version
can be updated.
Review: Thank you to everyone who provided feedback on the drafts, including the numerous staff
who reached out, Child Welfare policy council, peer advisory review committee, rule advisory
committees, workgroups, Oregon Judicial Department, and those who provided public comment.
Feedback/Questions: Direct questions to the child safety consultant assigned to your local office.
Screening related questions can be directed to:
Feedback.OregonChildAbuseHotline@dhsoha.state.or.us

Transmittal contacts: Deb Carnaghi, L.C.S.W. and Leslie LaNier, Child Safety Program
Phone: 503.779.5177 or 971.719.6945
Email: deborah.carnaghi@dhsoha.state.or.us or leslie.lanier@dhsoha.state.or.us
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